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ABSTRACT
Plate lattices are high-performance lightweight structures,

exhibiting up to twice the yield strength and stiffness compared to
truss lattices of similar geometric arrangement and relative den-
sity. Although they are of great interest for research and structural
engineering applications, their complex manufacturing and as-
sembly processes limit their practical use, with sandwich panels
being an exception. This paper presents a novel approach to the
design and modular assembly of folded custom 3-dimensional
plate lattices as structural corrugations for use in structural en-
gineering and robotics applications. The plate lattice structural
corrugation uses a building block strategy and incorporates cus-
tom modified unit cells based on the Miura-ori. This transforma-
tion involves expanding the top and bottom zig-zag crease lines
into facets and orienting them in space. The resulting modi-
fied pattern is referred to as the Kirigami Expanded Miura. The
unique structure of these lattices not only provides exceptional
mechanical performance as static structures, but also allows for
the design of anisotropies in their flexural stiffness by alternating
between the Maxwell criterion on bending-dominated or stretch-
dominated cells. These anisotropies can have value differences
of up to 24 with the same geometry, making them ideal for robotic
morphing applications. We validate our proposed technology by
characterizing the mechanical performance of this new building
system and comparing it with state-of-the-art corrugations. We
demonstrate the potential of this approach by designing, man-
ufacturing, and modularly assembling multiple structures and
robots with single and double curvature.
Keywords: Kirigami, origami, robotics, doubly curved struc-
tures

1. INTRODUCTION
Architected materials are ubiquitous and extensively used

across diverse industries, including aerospace, architecture, fur-
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niture, and packaging. These materials possess a distinctive char-
acteristic, whereby their properties, whether mechanical, thermal,
or acoustic, are predominantly dictated by their geometrical ar-
rangement, rather than their material composition.

From the perspective of lightweight engineering, architected
materials enabled the creation of structures with superior me-
chanical performance at low mass cost. This has significantly
benefited industries such as aerospace, automotive, naval, and
wind power, enabling them to construct structures that push the
limits of what can be achieved at the same mass budget.

Sandwich structures are widely utilized architected materi-
als, irrespective of their core structure. The transition from mono-
coque to sandwich panel fuselages in the de Havilland Mosquito
[1] marked the beginning of industrialized production of sand-
wich panels, particularly those with honeycomb cores. These
panels offer superior flexural rigidity per unit mass and unit cost
compared to monolithic materials [2]. However, Honeycombs
encounter issues with moisture absorption within their cells dur-
ing operation [3], high costs for small production runs, inefficient
milling processes for creating 3-dimensional shapes [2], and an-
ticlastic deformations when bent to form curved panels [1].

Numerous studies have proposed new core geometries to ad-
dress these issues. Open-cell geometries [4] made from metals
[5] and composites [6] were first proposed as alternative truss-
based cores. However, they encounter challenges in providing
accurate 3D shapes and suffer from labor-intensive manufactur-
ing methods. Another proposal is flexible cells for monoclastic
deformation, which are intended for use in morphing structures
[7] [8]. Nevertheless, these cells have an encapsulated volume
that absorbs moisture and encounter difficulties in providing cus-
tom 3D shapes.

Folding approaches play a big role in core structure research.
Kirigami-inspired methods allow for the creation of complex sin-
gle curvature [9], doubly curvature [2], and custom stiffness [10]
while also encapsulating closed volumes. Other folded strategies
have been proposed to tackle shape, moisture ingress and high
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FIGURE 1: A) HTP CROSS SECTION OF PASSENGER AIRCRAFT BUILD WITH KIRIGAMI CORRUGATIONS. B) MORPHING WING. C) DOUBLY
CURVED ARGE SCALE TENTACLE WITH TWO DOF.

structural efficiency using Miura-ori folds [11] [12] [13], but it is
still a challenge to generate custom doubly curved shapes.

Additionally, all of the aforementioned core geometries share
two significant inflexibilities. First, they are primarily designed
for static applications. Second, the interface between the core ma-
terial and the sandwich surface is at points or edges, necessitating
the use of structural adhesives, welding or co-curing strategies
for assembly.

Our work introduces a novel family of structural corrugations
for static and dynamic engineering applications. Our Kirigami
based approach provides solutions to the aforementioned issues
and extends the traditional use of sandwich structures, overcom-
ing their inherent limitations.

We show the potential of Kirigami based solutions by first in-
troducing the Kirigami Expanded Miura, which is a modification
of the well-known Miura-ori crease pattern. This transformation
removes the dependency of using structural adhesives, by faceting
contact between the new core and the top and bottom surfaces.
This allows for more accessible, reversible, and recyclable join-
ing methods such as bolting and riveting. Additionally, the open
cell nature of this core eliminates issues related to water ingress.

Second, we demonstrate how custom folded cores can be
generated without the need for post-processing operations to adapt
the core material to a 3D target surface.

Third, we show how this geometry can expand the classic use
of sandwich structures by introducing the concept of corrugations
with controlled flexural stiffness, by selecting which cells satisfy
the Maxwell Stability Criterion. This approach opens up new
design possibilities for morphing structures and robotics using
structural corrugations.

Fourth, we introduce the idea of discrete origami, a method
for simplifying assembly of crease patterns by splitting a pattern
into simple unit cells. This opens the door to assemble larger
scale structures.

Finally, we validate our approach through experimental test-
ing and practical applications, including the creation of multiple
static structures and robots.

2. METHODS
Our studied structural corrugation is a variation of the well-

known Miura-ori pattern, which is a rigidly and flat foldable
origami pattern consisting of parallelograms (see Figure 2). The
Miura-ori pattern has two families of creases:

• One family of creases lies on parallel zig-zag polylines.
Their mountain or valley assignment is constant along a
single polyline, but alternates between neighboring zig-zag
polylines. We will refer to those creases in their folded state
as 𝑥𝑦-corrugations.

• The other family of creases lies on 𝑦-parallel lines. On a
single line, the crease assignments alternate between moun-
tain and valley folds. We will refer to those creases in their
folded state as 𝑦𝑧-corrugations.

Miura-ori patterns have applications as foldcores [14], where
the folded pattern is sandwiched between two planes that contain
the folded zig-zag creases. However, joining the Miura-ori pattern
along the folded zig-zag creases with the the sandwich planes is
challenging. To simplify the mechanical joining between the
corrugation and the adjacent structure (such as a centroid for
continuum robotics, a skin for a facade, or other corrugation
to assemble cellular materials), we conduct experiments with a
modification of the Miura-ori crease pattern (see Fig. 2). This
modification transforms the vertices of the tessellation into facets
to enable a wider range of joining methods for structural use, e.g.,
bolting, riveting, co-curing, or gluing. The new faces are added
by extruding the creases of the tessellation to faces. To preserve
developability of the pattern, we remove some of the extruded
faces (namely the added non-rectangular faces), resulting in a
Kirigami Expanded Miura tessellation.

In the following section, we first show the modification of the
Miura-ori pattern. We then discuss how we customize the pattern
to fill the space between a planar and a curved boundary. The
resulting customized Kirigami Expanded Miura pattern needs
additional cuts to be developable. Finally, we provide some
fabrication-specific modification details.
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FIGURE 2: TRANSFORMATION FROM MIURA-ORI TO KIRIGAMI EXPANDED MIURA.

FIGURE 3: A) x y -PARALLEL PLANES, NO CUTS NEEDED. B) SINGLE CURVATURE. C) DOUBLY CURVATURE.
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2.1 Miura-Ori
The studied pattern modification starts with a folded state 𝑀

of a the Miura-ori pattern sandwiched between two 𝑥𝑦-parallel
planes Π1 and Π2. It is known that the vertex locations V𝑖, 𝑗 of
a folded state of a (𝑛𝑥 × 𝑛𝑦)-Miura-ori pattern can be uniquely
constructed from four parameters [15]; see Figure 2:

• two parameters 𝑙𝑥 > 0 and 𝑙𝑦 > 0 that specify the zig-zag
shape of the 𝑥𝑦-corrugation,

• a distance 𝐿 between two neighbouring 𝑥𝑦-corrugations with
same crease assignment,

• a distance ℎ between the two sandwich planes Π1 and Π2.

For 0 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑛𝑥 and 0 ≤ 𝑗 < 𝑛𝑦 , the vertices of the folded state
can then be written as

V𝑖, 𝑗 =

(︃
𝑙𝑥𝑖,

𝐿

2
𝑗 + 𝑟𝑖+1𝑙𝑦 , 𝑟𝑗ℎ

)︃
, (1)

where 𝑟𝑘 is the remainder of 𝑘 when dividing by two.

2.2 Kirigami Expanded Miura
Similar to [11], the considered modification of the Miura-

ori pattern first extrudes the 𝑦𝑧-corrugations by 𝑏𝑥

2 in 𝑥-parallel
direction to both sides. This splits each vertex V𝑖, 𝑗 of 𝑀 into two
vertices V+

𝑖, 𝑗
and V−

𝑖, 𝑗
, that is,

V𝑖, 𝑗 ↦→ V±
𝑖, 𝑗 = V𝑖, 𝑗 ±

(︃
𝑏𝑥

2
, 0, 0

)︃
where 0 < 𝑏𝑥 < 𝑙𝑥 . (2)

The resulting modified tessellation 𝑀 ′ has new rectangular faces
corresponding to the 𝑦𝑧-corrugations of 𝑀 , and new creases
of length 𝑏𝑥 in the zig-zag polylines, resulting in modified 𝑥𝑦-
corrugations. Note that 𝑀 ′ is still rigidly foldable, but not flat
foldable as the sum of opposite angles of a vertex does not add
up to 𝜋.

Second, we extrude the modified 𝑥𝑦-corrugations of 𝑀 ′ by
𝑏𝑦

2 in 𝑦-parallel direction to both sides. This splits each vertex
V±
𝑖, 𝑗

of 𝑀 ′ into two vertices V±+
𝑖, 𝑗

and V±−
𝑖, 𝑗

, that is,

V+
𝑖, 𝑗

↦→ V+±
𝑖, 𝑗

= V+
𝑖, 𝑗

±
(︂
0, 𝑏𝑦2 , 0

)︂
,

V−
𝑖, 𝑗

↦→ V−±
𝑖, 𝑗

= V−
𝑖, 𝑗

±
(︂
0, 𝑏𝑦2 , 0

)︂
,

where 0 < 𝑏𝑦 < 𝑙𝑦 .

(3)

The resulting modified tessellation 𝑀 ′′ has two types of new
faces, rectangles and parallelogram. The former correspond to
extruded vertices of 𝑀 , the latter to the extruded zig-zag creases
of 𝑀 ′, respectively. This modification breaks the developability
of the pattern, as the sum of angles around a vertex does not equal
2𝜋. We therefore remove the newly added parallelogram faces
(areas colored in grey in Fig. 2) to obtain the Kirigami Expanded
Miura pattern 𝑀 ′′.

The pattern 𝑀 ′′ contains three types of faces. We call the
faces that lie in the lower sandwich plane Π1 bottom faces, the
faces that lie in the upper sandwich plane Π2 the top faces, and
all other faces inclined. Note that the vertices of the initial Miura
pattern 𝑀 coincide with the centers of the top and bottom faces
of 𝑀 ′′.

2.3 Customized Kirigami Expanded Miura
In the following, we discuss how to customize the Kirigami

Expanded Miura pattern to fill the area between the 𝑥𝑦-plane
Π𝑥𝑦 and a smooth, well-behaved surface Σ corresponding to a
3D function by appropriate “trimming”. In general, this results in
a corrugation that requires additional cuts for developability, see
Section 2.4. However, we found that separation into unit-cells or
strips is beneficial for fabrication.

2.3.1 User-Input. Imitating Section 2.1, we assume that the
user specifies the intended supporting points V𝑖, 𝑗 of the corruga-
tion by three lengths (𝑙𝑥 , 𝑙𝑦 , 𝐿). In addition, instead of a single
height ℎ, we assume that we are given reasonable target heights
ℎ𝑖, 𝑗 and reasonable target normal vectors n𝑖, 𝑗 of the top faces
(that is, for odd 𝑗) of the corrugation. Furthermore, the user can
specify the dimensions (𝑏𝑥 , 𝑏𝑦) of the lower base planes, and the
inclination angle 𝜓 of the rectangular faces corresponding to the
extruded 𝑦𝑧-corrugation (see Figure 2).

2.3.2 Construction. The provided user-input allows us to
define the base points of the corrugation by modifying Equa-
tion (1) to

V𝑖, 𝑗 =

(︃
𝑙𝑥𝑖,

𝐿

2
𝑗 + 𝑟𝑖+1𝑙𝑦 , 𝑟𝑗ℎ𝑖, 𝑗

)︃
.

For each bottom base point, we construct the bottom faces
{V++

𝑖, 𝑗
,V−+

𝑖, 𝑗
,V+−

𝑖, 𝑗
,V−−

𝑖, 𝑗
} as in Equations (2) and (3).

For odd 𝑗 , let Π𝑖, 𝑗 be the top base plane incident to V𝑖, 𝑗 that
is orthogonal to n𝑖 𝑗 . To obtain the vertices of the modified top
faces, we define v± = (0,± cos𝜓, sin𝜓) and intersect the top base
planes with v±-parallel lines containing the corners of adjacent
lower faces, resulting in

V−−
𝑖, 𝑗 = V−+

𝑖−1, 𝑗 +

(︂
V−+
𝑖−1, 𝑗 − V𝑖, 𝑗

)︂
· n𝑖 𝑗

v+ · n𝑖 𝑗

v+,

V+−
𝑖, 𝑗 = V++

𝑖−1, 𝑗 +

(︂
V++
𝑖−1, 𝑗 − V𝑖, 𝑗

)︂
· n𝑖 𝑗

v+ · n𝑖 𝑗

v+,

V−+
𝑖, 𝑗 = V−−

𝑖+1, 𝑗 +

(︂
V−−
𝑖+1, 𝑗 − V𝑖, 𝑗

)︂
· n𝑖 𝑗

v− · n𝑖 𝑗

v− ,

V++
𝑖, 𝑗 = V+−

𝑖+1, 𝑗 +

(︂
V+−
𝑖+1, 𝑗 − V𝑖, 𝑗

)︂
· n𝑖 𝑗

v− · n𝑖 𝑗

v− ,

the corners of the constructed top faces. Let the union of the
corners of the top and lower faces be the vertices of the customized
Kirigami Extruded Miura such that is has the same face topology
as the corresponding Kirigami Extruded Miura.

2.4 Development
Note that in most cases, the customized Kirigami Extruded

Miura is not developable without additional cuts that result in
connected components of groups of faces. In this section, we
discuss how to obtain a crease pattern with at most ⌈ 𝑛𝑦2 ⌉ connected
components. Note however, that often times it might be beneficial
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FIGURE 4: LEFT) STRETCH DOMINATED CELL. RIGHT) BENDING-
DOMINATED CELL. BOTH HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW.

to define even smaller groups of connected faces, as discussed in
Section 2.7.

First, observe that the inclined creases of the customized
Kirigami Extruded Miura are parallel. We thus can join the adja-
cent inclined faces into a single developable strip. Furthermore,
as the bottom base planes are rectangles, and the bottom holes
are congruent, we can join two strips of inclined faces by the
developed bottom faces.

In the case that the Kirigami Extruded Miura is cut with 𝑥𝑦-
parallel planes, the top faces are also congruent. Therefore, we
can join two strips of inclined faces by the developed top faces.
This results in a global development without additional cuts.

If however, the top surface is constant in 𝑥-direction (the
normals are orthogonal to the 𝑥-axis, and the heights alternate
between points on the same zig-zag), the top faces are still rect-
angles, but of different size. Furthermore, the dimensions of the
top faces alternate between points on the same zig-zag. By mak-
ing a cut in every second top face, we can again join two strips of
inclined faces by every second top face.

Finally, for doubly curved surfaces, the top faces are in gen-
eral not rectangular. We can thus only unroll pairs of strips of
inclined faces joined along the bottom faces and attached top
faces, resulting in ⌈ 𝑛𝑦2 ⌉ groups of faces.

2.5 Custom compliance
One of the objectives of this paper is to provide corrugated

structures that can be used dynamically in robotics or morphing
structures.

In cellular solid theory, the Maxwell Stability Criterion deter-
mines whether the lattice microstructure deformation is bending-
dominated or stretch-dominated. Studies have shown that, at
the same relative density values, stretch-dominated geometries
have significantly higher stiffness and strength than bending-
dominated geometries [16]as shown in Fig.4 . Here we show
how this geometrical characteristic can be utilized to selectively
lower the flexural modulus in specific sections of our corrugation,
enabling us to actuate these sections using tendon actuation.

2.6 Actuation
Actuation was achieved by tensioning steel wire tendons

routed across the surface of locally compliant regions of the
structure, as shown in Figure 8. Actuator modules consisted of
closed-loop brushed DC motors, each with a 160:1 gear reduction,
and a PID position controller running at 5 kHz. Custom dual-shaft

FIGURE 5: DISCRETELY ASSEMBLED ORIGAMI. A) STRUCTURAL
SHAPED CORE. THE FIRST CELL SHOWS ITS ASSEMBLY MOTION.
ZOOM DETAIL OF THE CELL TO CELL JOIN. B) SCHEME OF THE
DISCRETELY ASSEMBLED CORRUGATION. C) CREASE MAP OF
THE CELLS IN A.

pulleys were used to simultaneously spool and unspool a pair of
tendons on opposite sides of the centroid, to allow for bending in
either direction, without overconstraining the structure.

2.7 Modular assembly: Discrete Origami

Most folding patterns exhibit kinematics similar to a parallel
mechanism, where the crease pattern responsible of the formation
of a desired 3D shape follows a continuous rigid-folding motion.
This motion entails a change in the angle of planar neighbor facets
composing the creases [17]. However, the challenge of finding
a manufacturing method that meets the geometric constraint of
only bending the creases without in-plane stressing of the stock
material facets is highly intricate.

To address this kinematic issue, we propose a modularly
constructed origami, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This approach in-
volves isolating the unit cell that constitutes the tessellation and
discretely assembling each cell to its adjacent cell using the same
boundary conditions. Our proposal offers two key advantages:
First, it reduce the overall number of creases, simplifying the
manufacturing process. Simpler crease patterns can be accom-
plished through well-known methods such as cold metal forming,
double face milling, or perforated creases. Second, it enables the
construction of arbitrarily large structures, as the discrete nature
of the process removes the manufacturing method size constraint
from the overall size of the structure [18].
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2.8 Fabrication-specific Implementation Details
The above mentioned decomposition has the drawback that

additional joining is needed. Our fabricated models have overlaps
between adjacent unit-cells and strips, which results in some of
the base faces becoming doubly-covered. To ease fabrication,
we incorporate material thickness in our implementation. In
particular, we offset the overlapping faces and trim by a small
amount (see Fig. 5). If the joint is made by riveting, we carefully
place holes into pairs of top and bottom faces.

2.9 Manufacturing and Assembly
We fabricate our specimens using the router module RM-A

of a Zund G-3 L-2500 equipped with a 2mm end mill R502.
The material used is Hylite, a 1.2mm aluminum composite panel
from 3A Composites that consists of a 0.8mm polypropylene core
sandwiched between two layers of 0.2mm aluminum.

Taking advantage of the stacked configuration of the material
we double face mill the crease pattern. Firstly, when designing
the crease pattern, we add registration marks and decompose it
into two parts, isolating peaks and valleys. We mirror one of the
isolated crease patterns along the axis that we will later flip our
material on. Then, using the machine, we first mill the registration
marks and engrave the first creases to a depth of 0.6mm. Next, we
flip the stock material along the aforementioned axis and using the
registration module of the Zund, we locate the previously milled
reference points and proceed to mill the rest of the creases with
the same depth values. In this step we also mill the holes needed
to assemble the structure using rivets. This results in distributing
peaks to one side of the aluminum composite and valleys to the
opposite side, enabling clean folding of the material with minimal
bending strain.

3. RESULTS
Here we evaluate the compressive and flexural behavior of

folded corrugations through experimental testing. Eight speci-
mens underwent axial-load compression and three-point bending
testing using an Instron 5985 with a 250 kN load cell. Both exper-
iments were conducted at a rate of 10 𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑖𝑛
. Data acquisition was

performed using the Bluehill 3 software. In the case of the 3-point
bending test, the support diameters were designed according to
ASTM D790 standards. All specimens shared the same unit cell,
with the following parameters: 𝐿 = 68𝑚𝑚, 𝑏𝑥 = 𝑏𝑦 = 11𝑚𝑚,
𝜓 = 70𝑜, 𝑙𝑥 = 28.5𝑚𝑚, 𝑙𝑦 = 29.5𝑚𝑚, and thickness = 1.2𝑚𝑚.

3.1 Compression loading
We performed uniaxial compression test to four specimens

with different architectures:

• s1: is a continuum origami specimen of 2 by 2 by 3 cells.

• s2: is a discrete origami specimen of 2 by 2 by 3 cells with
stretch-dominated cells.

• s3: is a discrete origami specimen of 2 by 2 by 3 cells with
bending dominated cells.

• s4: is a straight corrugation for comparison.

FIGURE 6: TOP) SPECIMENS WITH CORRESPONDING LABELS.
BOTTOM) FORCE-DISPLACEMENT PLOT OF ALL SPECIMENS
TESTED.

The performance of the four specimens can be seen in Table 1
and Fig. 6.

Our findings, presented in Table 1 and Fig. 6, demonstrate
that there is no distinction in behavior between continuum and
discrete origami assemblies.

Furthermore, stretch-dominated and bending-dominated unit
cells exhibited similar behavior during uniaxial compression.All
Kirigami Extended Miura geometries were found to withstand up
to three times the maximum load of a conventional corrugation
with the same geometry and relative density value. Additionally,
the breaking mode of the Kirigami Extended Miura demonstrated
a much more ductile behavior, with the ability to absorb more
energy when collapsing compared to the straight corrugation.

3.2 Bending flexural loading
In the interest of simplicity of assembly, and after validating

no mechanical performance differences between continuum and
discrete corrugations for our current sample size, we have opted
to use discrete origami for all samples in this study.

We quantified the anisotropy of flexural modulus for a
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TABLE 1: UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST RESULTS

𝑆1 𝑆2 𝑆3 𝑆4

Specimen width (𝑚𝑚) 132 132 132 132
Specimen height (𝑚𝑚) 100 102.4 100 102.4
Specimen length (𝑚𝑚) 212 212 212 184
Effective Density ( 𝑘𝑔

𝑚3 ) 91.1 110.6 91.3 112.3
Effective Strength (𝑀𝑃𝑎) 2.1 2.07 1.9 0.67

Effective Elastic Modulus (𝑀𝑃𝑎) 64.7 50 47.5 37.7
Load:mass ratio 24000:1 19000:1 21000:1 7000:1

TABLE 2: THREE-POINT BENDING TEST RESULTS

𝑆5 𝑆6 𝑆7 𝑆8

Specimen width (𝑚𝑚) 152 132 132 152
Specimen height (𝑚𝑚) 102.4 102.4 102.4 102.4
Specimen length (𝑚𝑚) 483 492 492 483
Effective Density ( 𝑘𝑔

𝑚3 ) 102.6 131 112.2 94.4
Bending Stiffness (𝐸𝐼, 𝑁.𝑚2) 184 136 9.23 8.63

Normal Force:Displacement ratio ( 𝑁
𝑚𝑚

) 221:1 158.5:1 11:1 10.6:1

FIGURE 7: LEFT) FORCE-DISPLACEMENT OF THE FOUR SAMPLES UNDER A THREE-POINT BENDING TEST. RIGHT) CORRESPONDING
SAMPLES WITH MAXIMUM DEFLECTION IMAGES

given geometry by comparing stretch-dominated and bending-
dominated cells. To accomplish this, we conducted three-point
bending tests on four specimens with different architectures:

• s5: 8 by 2 by 2 beam of cells oriented towards the y-axis in
a stretch-dominated architecture.

• s6: 8 by 2 by 2 beam of cells oriented towards the x-axis in
a stretch-dominated architecture.

• s7: 8 by 2 by 2 beam of cells oriented towards the y-axis in
a bending-dominated architecture.

• s8: by 2 by 2 beam of cells oriented towards the x-axis in a
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bending-dominated architecture.

Figure 7 and Table 2 summarize experimental results. Com-
paring S5 with S8 and S6 with S7, we observed a significant
difference in flexural rigidity values between architectures dom-
inated by stretching and those dominated by bending, ranging
from 14 to 21.3 times. Furthermore, both architectures exhib-
ited similar flexural rigidity values in orthogonal axes, indicating
isotropic behavior of the corrugation in the two principal axes.

3.3 Static structures and robots manufacturing
We constructed multiple structures and robots using

Kirigami corrugations. Figure 8 depicts two robots presented
in this paper: a single degree of freedom, single curvature mor-
phing wing and a large-scale, two degree of freedom, doubly
curved tentacle. Figure 9 displays static structures with single
and double curvature.

4. CONCLUSION
Our work focuses on designing custom shaped high-

performance structural corrugations using folding approaches.
This geometry not only exhibit significant compressive load ca-
pacity but also provides the ability to selectively behave stiff or
compliant in bending loads.

These lightweight structures have an immediate application
for medium - large scale robotic applications. Besides, they hold
potential in the aerospace sector for new morphing-load bearing
structures. Furthermore, the discrete manufacturing method sim-
plifies the assembly of large models and enables the scalability
of these structures to architectural scales. In our future work, we
plan to explore the energy absorption capabilities of these plate-
based structures, with potential applications in the automotive
industry.

To demonstrate the potential, we modified the Miura-ori into
the Kirigami expanded Miura pattern and developed equations for
folding and unfolding it to fit arbitrary surfaces. We introduced
the concept of discrete origami to simplify folded structures into
smaller crease patterns that can be assembled modularly. We con-
ducted mechanical testing and validated our approach by building
static structures and robots.
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FIGURE 9: A AND B) DOUBLY CURVED SHELL. C) 1:1 SCALE OF THE CROSS SECTION OF AN HTP OF A SINGLE AISLE TRANSATLANTIC
AIRPLANE.
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